Spanish voters oust Socialist leader

Conservative sweep into power.

Jose Luis Zapatero, Spain’s Socialist prime minister, stepped down Thursday after a vote of no confidence ended his eight-year rule. Zapatero led Spain into a financial crisis and lost support over the unpopular and widely unpopular unpopular stimulus measures. Calls grow louder for the next socialist leader to step down over the country’s economic problems.

Tony Stewart outduels Edwards to win race at Texas

Tony Stewart outdrove Carl Edwards to win the NASCAR Sprint Cup race at Texas Motor Speedway. Stewart, the son of the late NASCAR star Tony Stewart Sr., has won three Sprint Cup races this year.

Call for louder support for Thomas, Kagame as court case

The International Criminal Court is set to continue hearing the case of Paul Kagame, the president of Rwanda, and Paul Ruse Sebegine, a former Rwandan army general, on charges of genocide and war crimes.

Springsteen’s 2012 tour

Bruce Springsteen and the E Street Band will embark on their first tour without Clarence Clemons. The tour is set to begin in March and is expected to run through the end of the year.

Teen killed in Jackson, Miss.

The 14-year-old boy was killed in a hit-and-run accident.

Doctors pressed to rein in costs

Treatment choices could be curtailed.

By Emily Bazar

Doctors are under pressure to rein in costs, but some say it's time to take a harder line on treatment choices.
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Newt Gingrich invites scrutiny

The former speaker of the House is likely to be a serious candidate for the Republican nomination, but his history of paid speeches and other financial ties to business interests could be a challenge.
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Shelters go organic for Thanksgiving dinners

Shelter meals served at some hundred shelters this fall will come with a patisserie halo that few might expect: organic and locally grown foods.
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Green Bay still unbeaten, BC
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